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POST GRADUATE TRG IN INDIA (M TECH) 2019-21: CORPS OF ENGRS

1. Further to this office letter No 28409/PG/19-21/Mon/E (Trg) dt 08 Oct 2018.
2. Please find the Instrs for conduct of MTech Selection Process as att.

Encls: As above

Copy to
HQ DGBR (EG-1)
Q DGRR
DG NCC
HQ NSG
DG Assam Rifles, Shillong
CME Pune
IMA Dehradun
NDA Khadakwasla
Inf School Mhow
OTA Chennai
ADG D&C, Pune
ADG (OF & DRDO), Secudnabad
Army War College, Mhow
CE DGNP Visag
CE DGNP Mumbai
CAMS, New Delhi
HQ MEG & Centre Bangalore
HQ BEG & Centre Kirkee
HQ BEG & Centre Roorkee
ADG (NEI)
ADG (North)
ADG (Projects & Coast Guard)

Internal:

Wks Dte, DG (Pers), ESP(Coord)
E Coord, E1A, CE Dte, MS-12C & MT-10

Automation: Request upload the content of this letter on MES & Engrs website.

Contents of this letter may pl pl be disseminated down upto lowest est under your Comd. jurisdiction.

Oct 2018
INSTRS FOR CONDUCT OF M TECH SELECTION PROCESS

1. Ref the fwg:-
   (a) Adv Instrs issued vide DGMT(MT-10) Note No A/63062/PGT Policy/GS/MT-10 dt 14 Sep 18.
   (b) Collegiate held at Brig MT(A) Sectt on 28 Sep 18.

2. Selection Process for M Tech has commenced with invitation of Applications for Academic Yr 2019-20 by Line Dtes. Centralised Screening Exam for M Tech will be conducted at three examination centre.

Conduct

3. Modalities for conduct as worked out at Collegiate keeping in mind the inputs from all Line Dtes are as fwg:-
   (a) **Dates.** 13-14 Dec 18.
   (b) **Pattern of Exam.** The screening exam will be conducted at three centres under fwg pattern:-

   (i) **Part I (Basic Engg).** This would incorporate syllabus of Maths & Physics taught in 1st and 2nd Semester during Degree Engg Course. The Q Paper will be 100 mks with two sections i.e. 50 mks for Maths and 50 mks for Physics. Distr of mks for both section will be as fwg:-

   (aa) 01 mks x 05 = 05
   (ab) 02 mks x 10 = 20
   (ac) 05 mks x 05 = 25

   (ii) **Part II (Adv Engg).** The Q Paper will be 100 mks with four sections. Distr of mks for each papers will be as fwg. This would incorporate the detailed syllabus of stream in which ofr has carried out his degree.
10 mks x 03 = 30
05 mks x 06 = 30
03 mks x 10 = 30
10 Multiple Choice Questions
(01 mk each)

Note:- Offrs should score 40% mks in each Part to qual for final interview.

(c) Distr of Streams. All subjects being offered at IITs will be cat in fwg streams. Line Dtes will invite applications of candidates in subjects falling under these six streams.

(i) Engrs - Civil Engg & Electrical Engg
(ii) Sigs - Computer Science & IT, Comm Engg
(iii) EME - Electronics Engg, Mech Engg,

4. Preparation of Q Paper. All Line Dtes will instr their dealing Cat ‘A’ est to fwd a Sealed List of Q Banks to DGMT. DGMT will coordinate the setting of Q Paper in these six streams and thereafter fwd it to nominated Cat ‘A’ Est for conduct of Centralised Screening Exam. Pattern of Q Banks is as Appx A.

5. Timelines for Submission of Applications. Final dt for receiving of applications from all line dtes will be 10 Nov 18. Final Nominal Roll of offrs with streams & centre (CME/MCTE/MCEME) to reach DGMT by 20 Nov 18.

6. Fresh application format for 2013 batch onwards is enclosed at Appx B.